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GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS

**International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences.** The XIth Congress, held in Quebec and Vancouver, Canada between August 14 to 25, 1983, included a session on "Historical Ethnology," organized by Jack Lucas (Central Connecticut State University), for which papers were listed on Wilhelm Schmidt (Ernest Brandewie), Canadian anthropology (Regna Darnell), diffusionism in Africanist anthropology (Andrew Lyons), Powell's linguistic classification (Virginia Miller), British imperial civil servants as anthropologists of India (Charles Morrison), the "art of travelling" (Justin Stagl), Kroeber's view of history (Fred Voget) and Viennese ethnology (Karl Wernhart). Among the papers given in other sessions was Hans-Jurgen Hildebrandt (Gutenberg Universitat, Mainz) on "Classical Evolution: A Reinterpretation."